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ONLINE COACHING - DAY 35 (21/03/2020 -
SATURDAY)
TOPIC : Active Voice and Passive Voice 
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M5

Place of the Candidate *

Thrissur

WHATS APP NUMBER (JOINED IN SAI EDUCATION ONLINE COACHING PLATFORM GROUP) *



Please watch the following videos and answer the following questions

https://youtu.be/vVRwe3QzuS4
https://youtu.be/d2B-br10amA

1 point

Cococola is not drunk by them

Cococola did not drunk by them

Cococola is not drinking by them

Cococola did not drink by them

1 point

Hands raised by you

Let your hands be raised

Let raised your hands

Let him raise his hand

1. The passive voice form of "They do not drink cococola". ? *

2. The passive form of "Raise your hands"? *

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://youtu.be/vVRwe3QzuS4&sa=D&ust=1584808385393000&usg=AFQjCNE118Wo-lcy4cPhG17Qda4o4XtOkA
https://www.google.com/url?q=https://youtu.be/d2B-br10amA&sa=D&ust=1584808385393000&usg=AFQjCNFQ-hwoA8dCTsSthCHOmo5_NcnWpw


1 point

Reading was enjoyed by Sheela

Reading is enjoyed by Sheela

Reading is being enjoyed by Sheela

Reading was being enjoyed by Sheela

1 point

The dinner is prepared by them

The dinner is being prepared by them

The dinner was prepared by them

The dinner are prepared by them

1 point

A letter was being written by me

A letter has been written by me

A letter is written by me

A letter is being written by me

3. Change the following sentence into the passive form "Sheela enjoys reading". ?

4. Choose the correct passive form " They are preparing the dinner".? *

5. The passive form of " I was writing a letter " is : *



1 point

They knew it

They know it

They had known it

They will know it

1 point

The shoes will polished by the servant

The shoes are polished by the servant

The shoes will be polish by the servant

The shoes will be polished by the servant

1 point

All the class rooms are decorated

All the class rooms have been decorated

All the class rooms is decorated

All the class rooms were decorated

6. It is known to them. The ACTIVE voice is : *

7. The servant will polish the shoes. The passive voice is: *

8." We decorated all the class rooms". The Passive voice is: *



1 point

The football match was watched by us

The football match is being watched by us

The football match was being watched by us

The football match is watched by us

1 point

Let the fan be switched on

Let the fan switched on

Let the fan be switch on

Let the fan been switched on

1 point

Read this book

To read this book

Reading this book

He is reading this book

9. "We were watching the football match". Change into Passive voice. *

10. Switch on the fan. The passive voice is: *

11. "Let this book be read" is the Passive form of : *



1 point

She sent me a present

She has sent me a present

She is sending me a present

She had send me a present

1 point

They translated this book into six languages

They will translate this book into six languages

They have translated this book into six languages

They are translating this book into six languages

1 point

The noise annoy the people

The noise annoyed the people

The noise annoys the people

The noise is annoying the people

12. "A present has been sent to me by her". The ACTIVE voice is : *

13. This book was translated into six languages by them. Choose the Active form *

14. Identify the Active voice - "The people are annoyed by the noise" *



1 point

The man was fed by the girl

The man feeding the girl

The girl was fed by the man

The girl feeding the man

1 point

The editor was being edited by an important news

An important news had been edited by the editor

An important news was edited by the editor

An important news was being edited by the editor

1 point

The car must have to be towed to the garage

The car will have to be towed to the garage

The car need to be towed to the garage

The car would have to be towed to the garage

15. "The man fed the girl". Change into passive voice *

16. The editor was editing an important news. The passive form of this sentence is: (L.D.C
-2017 Kozhikkod) *

17. "We shall have to tow the car to the garage". Change into passive. (V.E.O 2019 - TSR,
KTM) *



1 point

They have telecasted the programme live on the TV channels

They telecasted the programme live on the TV channels

They will telecaste the programme live on the TV channels

They are telecasting the programme live on the TV channels

1 point

The window was broken by the boy

The window is broken by the boy

The window has been broken by the boy

The window had been broken by the boy

1 point

A bridge have been built by them

A bridge has build by them

A bridge was built by them

A bridge has been built by them

18. The programme was telecasted live on the TV channels. The Active voice is .(V.E.O
2019 - EKM,PKD) *

19. Change into passive voice "The boy broke the window" *

20. The passive form of the sentence " They have built a bridge " is.. *



1 point

It have been done

It have done

It has been done

It has done

1 point

One can accomplish anything with effort

With a little effort anything can be accomplished

One can accomplish anything with a little effort

With a little effort anything is accomplished

1 point

is building

have been building

is being built

has built

21. the passive form of "They have done it " *

22. One may accomplish with a little effort. Change into passive *

23. A ring road ___________ around the city *



1 point

He is hated by them

He was hated by them

He is being hated by them

He has been hated by the

1 point

He enchanted us

He is enchanted us

He was enchanted us

He has enchanted us
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24. They hate him. Passive form is *

25. We were enchanted by him. choose the active voice of the sentence. *
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